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1. Introduction. 

EILENBERG and STEENROD have axiomatised the concepts of homo
logy and eohomology theories (see [I] 1) and a fortheoming hook of 
them). Under the restrioted sense of EILENBERG-STEENROD, a eohomology 
theory defined on a class of pairs (X, X o) and continuous maps is a 
funetion Hm(x, X o) defined for every pair (X, X o) in the elass and 
every integer m > ° with values in the class of ahelian groups su eh that: 

(i) If I: (X, X o) --+ (Y, Yo) is a continuous map in the class, there 
is an induced homomorphism 

I"': Hm (Y, Yo) --+ Hm (X, X o). 

(ü) For eaeh pair (X, X o) in the class and m 2 0, there is a 
coboundary homomorphism 

t5: Hm (Xo) --+ Hm+l (X, X o). 

These concepts satisfy the following axioms_ 

Axiom 1. 11 I is the identity map on (X, X o), then I'" is the identity 
automorphism on Hm (X, X o). 

Axiom 1I. 11 I: (X, X o) --+ (Y j Yo) and g: (Y, Yo) --+ (Z, Zo), then 
(gf)'" = I"'g"'· 

Axiom lIl. 11 I: (X, Xo) --+ (Y, Yo), then 1"'t5 = Mo"', where 10 = IIXo. 

The foregoing axioms are sometimes ealled the algebraic axioma_ 

Axiom IV. (Homotopy Axiom) 11 X is a compact Hausdortl space 
q,nd X o is a closed subset ol X and il the continuous maps I, g: 
(X, X o) --+ (Y, Yo) are homotopic relative to {Xo, Yo}, then I'" = g"'. 

Axiom V. (Exaetness Axiom) Given (X, X o) and the identity maps 

i: (Xo, CP) --+ (X, CP), j: (X, CP) --+ (X, X o), 

*) This work was done under Contract N7-0NR-434, Task Order No. lil, 
Navy Department, Office of Naval Research, U.S.A. 

1) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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the groups and homomorphism8 
j. i· j. i· d je i· 

HO (X,Xo)~HO(X)~ ... ~Hm(X)~Hm (Xo)~Hm+l (X,Xo) ~Hm+l(X)~ ... 

form an exact sequence, [3, p. 687], called the cohomology sequence of the 
pair (X, X o). 

Axiom VI. (Excision Axiom) 1f U is an open set whose closure 
is contained in the interior of X o, then the identity map 

induces, for each m, an isomorphism onto,' 

Axiom VII. (Dimension Axiom) 11 X is a space consisting of a 
single point xo, th en Hm (X) = 0 for every m "* O. 

In our note I, [2], a generalisation of the classica I cohomology theory 
is given by introdllcing coboundary operators of higher order. It is 
natural to ask if there are analogous axioms which hold good for all 
of the (p, q)-cohomology groups. The purpose of the present note is to 
carry out sueh an investigation. 

The algebraic axioms are proved in § 4. The exactness axiom is proved 
in § 6 and the excision axiom in § 7. For the dimension axiom, the 
m-dimensional (p, q)-cohomology groups of a single point are computed. 
This shows that, in general, the dimension axiom does not hold. It 
remains open wh ether or not the homotopy axiom is satisfied. 

2. The coboundary homomorphisms. 

Throughout the present note, we assume G to be a discrete abelian 
group sueh that the order of every element of G divides O(p, q) for a 
given pair of positive integers pand q, [2, §§ 4 and 5]. 

Let (X, X o) be a given pair. We shall de fine for each integer m a 
homomorphism 

/5P: Hl~.q) (Xo, G) ~ Hl~;)p (X mod X o' G), 

called the coboundary homomorphism on the group H(;,.q) (Xo, G) as 
what follows. 

Let t: X o ~ X be the identity map. It follows from a statement of 
SPANIER, [4, p. 411], that the induced cochain transformation, [2, § 7], 

t#: Cm (X, G) ~ Cm (Xo, G) 

is onto. Therefore, for each element e E H(;,.q) (Xo, G) there is a 
eoehain cm E Cm(X, G) such that t# c'" is a coeyele of order pand 
represents the element e. 

(2. 1) 
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Proof. Sinee <5 q <5J' cm = 0 by our assumption on the group G, 
lP cm E Zm+l'.q (X, G). Since- t# cm is a cocycle of order p, we have 

t# <51' cm = 151' t# cm = o. 
Rence, lP cm E Cm +1' (X mod X o, G). This completes the proof. 

(2.2) <5J' cm represents an element t51' e ol the group Hf'q--:;'f (X mod X o, G), 
which depends only on e. 

Proof. Suppose that dm E cm (X, G) be another cochain such that 
t# dm is a cocycle of order pand t# dm represents the element e. Then 
it follows that t# cm - t# dm is a coboundary of order q, i.e. there 
exists a cochain am- q E Cm- q (Xo, G) such that 

t# cm - t# dm = t5 q am-q. 

Since the homomorphism 

t#: Cm- q
( X, G) --+ Cm- q (Xo, G) 

is onto, there is a cochain bm- q E Cm- q (X, G) such that am- q = t# bm- q
• 

Rence we obtain 

t# (cm - dm - t5 q bm- q
) = 0, 

i.e. the cochain cm-dm- t5 q bm- q belongs to the subgroup cm (X mod Xo,G). 
Taking its p-th coboundary, we obtain 

151' cm_ <51' dm E Bm+1'.17 (X mod X o, G). 

This completes the proof. 
Now, the following theorem is obvious. 

(2.3) The correspondenee e --+ 151' e is a homomorphism 

<5": Hï;,.q) (Xo, G) --+ H'{'q~1') (X mod X o, G). 

3. Induced homomorphism8 ol the groups. 

By a map I of a pair 2) (X, X o) into a pair (Y, Yo), we mean a 
(continuous) map I: X --+ Y such that I(Xo) c Yo' Let I be a given 
map of (X, X o) into (Y, Yo) and denote by 10 = IIXo the partial map 
on X o into Yo' Let 

ti: Xo--+X, '2: Yo--+ Y 

be the identities. Then we have the following diagram of cochain 
transformations 

2) See [2, § 8]. 
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Since I t l = t2/0, the following relation is an direct consequence of 
(7.4) of our Note I: 

(3. 1) 

The following properties can be easily verified: 

(3.2) 1* (cm (Y mod Yo, G)) C Cm (X mod Xo, G), 

(3.3) 1* (zm.p (Y mod Yo, G)) Czm.p (X mod X o, G), 

(3.4) 1* (Bm.q (Y mod Yo, G)) C Bm.q (X mod Xo, G). 

As a consequence of (3.3) and (3.4), 1# in duces a homomorphism 

1*: H'(;,.q) (Y mod Yo, G) ~ H'(;,.q) (X mod X o, G), 

called the homomorphism induced by the map f. If X o and Yo are 
vacuous, th en this homomorphism reduces to the following homormophism 

1*: H'(;,.q) (Y, G) ~ H'(;,.q) (X, G) 

of the absolute groups. Hence the partial map 10 = IIXo induces a 
homomorphism 

I~: H'(;,.q) (Yo, G) ~ H~~.q) (Xo, G) 

of the groups of the subspaces. 

4. The algebraic axioms. 

The following two axioms are immediate consequences of (7.3) and 
(7.4) of our Note I, [2]. 

Axiom 1. 11 I: (X, Xo) ~ (X, Xo) is the identity map, then the 
induced homomorphism 1* is the identity automorphism ol the group 
H'(;,.q) (X mod X o, G). 

Axiom Il. 11 I: (X, Xo) ~ (Y, Yo) and g: (Y, Yo) ~ (Z, Zo), then 
(gf)* = I*g*· 

We are going to prove the following axiom: 

Axiom lIl. 11 I: (X, Xo) ~ (Y, Yo) and 10= IIXo, then l*bP = bd,/~. 

Proof. Let e E H;~.q) (Yo, G) be an arbitrary element. Choose a 
cocycIe of order p a m E Zm.p (Yo, G) which represents e. lLet 

tI: X 0 ~ X, 12; Yo ~ Y 

be the identities. Since tf' is onto, we may choose a cochain cm E Cm (Y, G) 
such that tf' cm = am. Then the element 

1* bP e E H('q-:;;t (X mod X o, G) 

is represented by the cocycle 1# bPcm of order q. On the other hand, the 
element I~e is represented by the cocycIe ft am of order p. Since 

tr 1* cm = If tf' cm = If am 

by (3.1), the element bp I~ e is represented by óTJ t* cm. Since 1* óP = óP t#, 
our proof is complete. 
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5. Mayer CQchain complexes. 

A sequence of groups and homomorphisms is termed a homomorphism 
sequence if it can be indexed from the integers so that, if Grand hr 

denote respectively the group and homomorphism with index r, then 

h r ; Gr --+ G'+1' (r= ... , -1,0, I, ... ). 

A Mayer cochain complex K is a homomorphism sequence K = {G" h,} 
such that h'+1h,= 0 for all r= ... , -1, 0, 1 ... , [3, p. 684]. 

For an arbitrary integer m, we construct a homomorphism sequence 

by taking 

K (m, p, q; X, G) = {Gr> h,} 

G,= cm + U,+1l/21p+[./21q (X, G), 

if r is even, 

if r is odd, 

where the symbol [x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x. 
Since ópóq = 0 = óqóp, we have 

(5.1) K(m, p, q; X, G) is a Mayer cochain complex. 

To every group G, of the Mayer cochain complex K(m, p, q; X, G), 
we associate with the subgroup 

F, = Cm +[1'+ 1l/2JP+ [,/21q (X mod X o, G) 

of G" where X o is a given subspace of X. It follows from (8.1) of our 
Note I, [2], that 

h, (F,) C F'+1 

for each integer r. Thus we obtain another Mayer cochain complex 

K (m, p, q; X mod X o, G) = {Fr> h,}. 

The following statement is an immediate consequence of the definition 
of a subcomplex, [3, p. 685J. 

(5.2) K(m, p, q; X mod X o, G) is a subcomplex ot the Mayer cochain 
complex K(m, p, q; X, G). 

Let us use the following abridged notations: 

Km= K (m, p, q; X,G), 

Kr: = K (m, p, q; X mod X o, G). 

Let. H'(K) denote the r-dimensional cohomology group of the Mayer 
cochain complex K, [3, p. 685]. Then clearly we have 

{ 

Hm+TP/2+,q/2 (X G) 
, m _ Ip.ql " 

H (K ) - Hm+I,+1lP/2+I,-1lq/2 (X G) 
Iq,pl , , 

{ 

H('p~lTP/2+,q/2 (X mod X o, G), 
H' (Kr:) = Hm+Ir+1lP/2+I,-1lq/2 (X mod X G) 

Iq,pl 0' , 

(if r is even), 

(if r is odd); 

(if r is even), 

(if r is odd). 
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6. The exactness axiom. 

Let (X, X o) be a given pair. Denote by qJ the empty set and consider 
the identity maps 

i; (Xo, CP) _(X, qJ), j; (X, CP) - (X, X o)· 

The maps i and jinduce homomorphisms: 

i*; Hf:,.q) (X, G) - Hf:,.q) (Xo, G), 

j*: Hf:,.q) (X mod Xo, G) - Hf:,.q) (X, G). 

Further, we have defined in § 2 the coboundary homomorphisms 

/5P; Hf:,.q) (Xo, G) -+ H,(:;-;;l (X mod Xo, G). 

Thus, for an arbitrary integer m, we obtain a homomorphism sequence: 

i. ~u j.' . 
... _ H(:;;~ (Xo, G) - Hf:,.q) (X mod Xo, G) - H;~.q) (X, G)_ 

óP j. -i· 

Hf:,.q) (Xo, G) - Hra;:, (X mod Xo, G) - Hf~;:' (X, G) - ... 

caUed the (m, p, q)-cohomology sequence of the pair (X, Xo) over G. 

Exactness axiom. The (m, p, q)-cohomology sequence ol a pair 
(X, X o) over G is exact, i.e. the kemel ol each homomorphism is identical 
with the image ol the preceding. 

Proof. Let c X o _ X be the identity map, then the induced 
cochain homomorphism 

t#: Cm (X, G) _ Cm (Xo, G) 

and its kernel is the subgroup Cm (X mod X o, G). Hence, it follows from 
Noether theorem that Cm (Xo, G) is isomorphic with the factor group 

Cm (X, G)jCm (X mod Xo, G). 

Therefore, the Mayer cochain complex 

Kf; = K (m, p, q; X o, G) 

might be considered as the quotient complex KmjK:n, [3, p. 685]. Then, 
our axiom follows from a general theorem of KELLEy-PITCHER, [3, p. 688]. 

7. The excision axiom. 

Excision axiom. 11 U is an open set ol X whose closure is contained 
~n the interior ol X o, then the identity map 

IC (X-U, Xo-U) - (X, X o) 

induces onto isomorphism8 

,,*: Hf:,.q) (X mod X o, G) - Hf:,.q) (X':""- U mod Xo - U, G) 

lor every integer m. 
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Proof. Aeeording to SPANIER, [4, p. 418], the indueed eoehain 
transformation 

fl#: Cm (X mod X o, G) ~ Cm (X - U mod X o- U, G) 

is an o~to isomorphism. Sinee {Jf}fl# = fl#tJ'D and fl#tJQ /= tJQfl#, our axiom 
follows immediately. Q.E.D. 

8. The groups tor a single point. 

In the present seetion, we shall be eoneerned with the topologieal 
spaee X whieh eonsists of only a single point xo. We are going to 
eompute the m-dimensional (p, q)-eohomology group H'(;,.Q) (X, G) in 
terms of the eoeffieient group G and the integers m, p, q. 

Sinee X eonsists of a single point xo, Xm+l eonsists of the point 
X;;>+l = (xo, ..• , xo) only. Rence 

Cm (X, G) = rpm (X, G) R:i G. 

The onto isomorphism is given by assoeiating to eaeh m-funetion cp 
of rpm(x, G) the element g = qJ(X;;>+l) of G. 

For an arbitrary m-funetion cp E cpm(x, G), it is easy to see that 

tJ'D cp (X;;>+'D+l) = () (p, m + 1) cp (x;;>+l). 

Let kG denote the subgroup of G whieh eonsists of all elements of the 
form kg, gE G; and let Gk denote the subgroup of G eonsisting of all 
elements g E G su eh that kg = O. 

The following easily verified identity 

()(p, m + 1) ()(q, m - q + 1) = ()(p, q) ()(p + q, m - q - 1) 

shows that () (g, m - q + 1) G is a subgroup of G () (p, m + 1). Then, an 
elementary consideration will give the following isomorphisms onto: 

~ 0, 
A~.q) (X, G) ~ J G () (p, m + 1), 

~G()(p,m+ l)j() (g,m-g+ I)G 

Tulane University, 
New Orleans, La., U.S.A. 
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